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Abstract—A key component for networks with Quality of Service (QoS) support is the egress link scheduling algorithm. An ideal

scheduling algorithm implemented in a high-performance network with QoS support should satisfy two main properties: good end-to-

end delay and implementation simplicity. Table-based schedulers try to offer a simple implementation and good latency bounds. Some

of the latest proposals of network technologies, like Advanced Switching and InfiniBand, include in their specifications one of these

schedulers. However, these table-based schedulers do not work properly with variable packet sizes, as is usually the case in current

network technologies. We have proposed a new table-based scheduler, which we have called Deficit Table (DTable) scheduler, that

works properly with variable packet sizes. Moreover, we have proposed a methodology to configure this table-based scheduler in such

a way that it permits us to decouple the bounding between the bandwidth and latency assignments. In this paper, we thoroughly review

the provision of QoS with the DTable scheduler and our configuration methodology, and evaluate the performance of our proposals in a

multimedia scenario. Simulation results show that our proposals are able to provide a similar latency performance than more complex

scheduling algorithms. Moreover, we show the advantages of our decoupling configuration methodology over the usual ways of

configuring this kind of table-based schedulers.

Index Terms—Quality of Service (QoS), scheduling algorithms, table-based schedulers, latency requirements, interconnection

networks, performance evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE evolution of interconnection network technology has
been constant along the previous decades. The speed

and capacity of various components in a communication
system, such as links, switches, memory, and processors,
have increased dramatically. Moreover, network topologies
have become more flexible, and the efficiency of switching,
routing, and flow control techniques have been improved.

The advent of high-speed networking has introduced
opportunities for new applications. Current packet net-
works are required to carry not only traffic of applications,
such as e-mail or file transfer, which does not require
prespecified service guarantees, but also traffic of other
applications that requires different performance guarantees,
like real-time video or telecommunications [23]. The best
effort service model, though suitable for the first type of
applications, is not so for applications of the other type [25].
Even in the same application, different kinds of traffic (e.g.,
I/O requests, coherence control messages, synchronization
and communication messages, etc.) can be considered, and
it would be very interesting that they were treated
according to their priority [5].

These are the reasons because the provision of QoS in
computing and communication environments has been the
focus of much discussion and research in academia during

the last decades. This interest in academia has been
renewed by the growing interest on this topic in industry
during the last years. A sign of this growing interest in
industry is the inclusion of mechanisms intended to provide
QoS in some of the last network standards like Gigabit
Ethernet [32], InfiniBand (IBA) [13], or Advanced Switching
(AS) [1]. An interesting survey with the QoS capabilities of
these network technologies can be found in [30].

A key component for networks with QoS support is the
output (or egress link) scheduling algorithm (also called
service discipline) [8], [11], [40]. In a packet-switching
network, packets from different flows1 will interact with
each other at each switch. Without proper control, these
interactions may adversely affect the network performance
experienced by clients. The scheduling algorithm, which
selects the next packet to be transmitted and decides when
it should be transmitted, determines how packets from
different flows interact with each other. Therefore, the
scheduling algorithm plays an important role in providing
the traffic differentiation that is necessary to provide QoS.

Apart from providing a good performance in terms of, for
example, good end-to-end delay (also called latency) and fair
bandwidth allocation, an ideal scheduling algorithm im-
plemented in a high-performance network with QoS support
should satisfy other important property which is to have a
low computational and implementation complexity [34].
This is because in order to achieve a good performance, the
time required to select the next packet to be transmitted must
be smaller than the average packet transmission time. This
means that the scheduler computation time must be very
small, if we consider the high speed of high-performance
networks. Moreover, a low complexity is required in order to
be able to implement the scheduler in a small silicon area
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1. In this paper, we will use the term flow to refer both to a single flow or
to an aggregated of several flows with similar characteristics.
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(note that high-performance switches are usually imple-
mented in a single chip). Note that the scenario that we are
addressing here is very different than, for example, IP
routers with QoS support, where these algorithms are
usually implemented by software instead of hardware.

The design of a traffic scheduling algorithm involves an
inevitable trade-off among the above properties. Many
scheduling algorithms have been proposed for that. Among
them, the “sorted-priority” family of algorithms is known to
offer very good delay [37]. However, their computational
complexity is very high, making their implementation in
high-speed networks rather difficult. Table-based schedu-
lers are intended to provide a good latency performance
with a low computational complexity. This approach is
followed in [4] and in two of the last high-performance
interconnection network proposals: AS [1] and IBA [13].
However, as we will see, these schedulers do not work
properly with variable packet sizes, as is usually the case in
current network technologies.

In [20], we proposed a new table-based scheduler that
works properly with variable packet sizes. Moreover, we
proposed a methodology to configure this scheduler in
such a way that it permits us to decouple partially the
bounding between the bandwidth and latency assignments.
We called this new scheduler Deficit Table scheduler, or
just DTable scheduler.

In this paper, we review this new scheduling algorithm
and largely expand the analysis of its behavior and the
discussion on the way of providing QoS. Furthermore, we
present a whole framework to provide QoS in any network
technology that implements a DTable scheduler as the
egress link scheduling algorithm. This framework supports
the coexistence of traffic with explicit requirements based on
bandwidth and latency at the same time that allows several
levels of best effort traffic. Finally, in Section 6, we not only
compare the throughput and latency performance of this
scheduler with the one provided by the well-known Self-
Clocked Weighted Fair Queuing (SCFQ) scheduler [10], as
an example of a “sorted-priority” algorithm, and the Deficit
Round Robin (DRR) scheduler [33], because of its simplicity,
but also we compare our decoupling configuration metho-
dology with the one proposed in [4]. For this performance
evaluation, we have assumed a multimedia scenario using
the IEEE standard 802.1D-2004 [12] traffic types.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2
presents a summary of the best known scheduling algo-
rithms and introduces the table-based schedulers. In
Section 3, we present the DTable scheduling mechanism.
In Section 4, we present our proposal to decouple the
bandwidth and latency assignments. Section 5 presents our
proposal to provide QoS requirements with the DTable
scheduler and its decoupling configuration methodology.
Details on the experimental platform and the performance
evaluation are presented in Section 6. Finally, some
conclusions are given and future work is proposed.

2 FRAME-BASED SCHEDULERS

Scheduling disciplines can be categorized in many ways.
Traditionally, they have been divided into work-conserving
and non-work-conserving disciplines [40]. Another possible

classification is based on their internal structure, according
to which there are two main architectures: Sorted priority
and frame based [36].

Sorted-priority scheduling disciplines, like Weighted Fair
Queuing (WFQ) [8], packet-by-packet Generalized Processor
Sharing (GPS) [24], Self-Clock Fair Queuing SCFQ [10], and
Worst Case Weighted Fair Queuing (WF2Q) [3], use a global
variable, often called virtual time (to distinguish it from real
time), associated with the server. The purpose of this variable
is to keep track of the progress of the server and it is usually
updated at packet arrival and departure instants. For each
packet in the system, a time stamp is computed as a function
of this variable. Packets are then sorted based on these time
stamps and served in this order. They differ in the manner in
which they calculate the global virtual time function. They
generally provide good fairness and a low latency but are not
very efficient due to the complexity involved in computing
the virtual time and the complexity of maintaining a sorted
list of packets based in their time stamps.

On the other hand, frame-based scheduling disciplines
use a frame of fixed or variable length which is divided
among different connections/classes based on the reserva-
tions of the connections/resources allocated for the class.
The more resources are allocated for a connection/class, the
larger part of the frame it receives. The frame is split among
the connections/classes in a similar way in each service
round. The simplest examples of this category of schedulers
are the round-robin schemes. They have Oð1Þ per-packet
work complexity, but are well known for their output
burstiness and short-term unfairness. Weighted Round
Robin (WRR), DRR [33], Elastic Round Robin (ERR) [15],
and Carry-Over Round Robin (CORR) [31] are typical round-
robin schedulers. In these kinds of round-robin schedulers,
the schedulers will serve a flow for a continuous period of
time in proportion to the weight of the flow, resulting in a
highly burst scheduling output for each flow. The latency
and fairness of these algorithms depend on the frame length.
The longer the frame is, the higher the latency and the worse
the fairness. In order for DRR to exhibit lower latency and
better fairness, the frame length should, therefore, be kept as
small as possible. Unfortunately, given a set of flows, it is not
possible to select the frame length arbitrarily.

Therefore, these kinds of round-robin schedulers are
considered not suitable to provide QoS in packet networks
and thus, other frame-based scheduling algorithms have
been proposed in order to overcome the latency and
burstiness problem of round-robin schemes, while main-
taining a low complexity. Examples of these approaches are
the Smoothed Round Robin (SRR) [7], the Nested Deficit
Round Robin (Nested-DRR) [16], and the List-based WRR
[4] scheduling algorithms.

SRR codes the weights of the flows into binary vectors to
form a Weight Matrix, then uses a Weight Spread Sequence,
which is specially designed to distribute the output more
evenly, to schedule packets by scanning the Weight Matrix.
The traversal of these two structures results in a sequence of
slots assigned to each Virtual Channel (VC) that continually
repeats. This sequence tries to emulate the GPS. The
Nested-DRR scheduler has the same objective as the SRR,
overcoming the burstiness problem of the DRR scheduler.
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In this case, the scheduler modifies the frame-based DRR
scheduler, by creating a nested set of multiple frames inside
each DRR frame. The basic principle of the Nested-DRR is
to split each round in DRR, henceforth called an outer
round, into one or more smaller inner rounds, and then
execute a version of the DRR algorithm over these inner
rounds. The Preorder Deficit Round Robin (Preorder DRR)
[38], as stated in [17], can be interpreted as a Nested-DRR
with a limited and fixed number of outer rounds.

The List-based WRR algorithm can be considered a
generalization of the two previous approaches and other
similar algorithms. In this generalization of the classical
WRR discipline, instead of serving packets of a flow in a
single visit per frame, the service is distributed throughout
the entire frame. For this, a list of flow identifiers, called
“service list,” is maintained. When scheduling is needed,
the list is cycled through sequentially and a packet is
transmitted from the flow indicated by the current entry.
The number of times that a flow identifier appears in the
service list is proportional to its weight, but these appear-
ances are not necessarily consecutive as in the classical WRR
algorithm. Note that, the list-based WRR, as the original
WRR, is intended for environments with fixed packet size.

In [4], three ways of distributing the flow identifiers to
conform the service list are proposed: Simply Interleaved
WRR, Uniformly Interleaved WRR, and WF2Q Interleaved
WRR. These three possible ways of distributing the flow
identifiers result in three different schedulers. In order to
compute any service list for a list-based WRR scheduler, let
be wi the integer weight assigned to each flow i; J the
number of flows, and N ¼

PJ
i¼1 wi the number of entries of

the service list. The three possibilities presented in [4] are:

1. Simply Interleaved WRR. In order to compute the
service list of this approach, which is the simplest
one, we divide the service list in Wmax ¼ maxfwigJi¼1

sets of entries (bins). Session with weight wi registers
itself in the first wi bins. Each bin will have at
maximum one entry assigned to any given flow. A
service list is then computed by listing all the sessions
in the first bin, followed by all those in the second
bin, and so on, up to the Wmaxth bin. Note that this
distribution of the service list entries is the same that
would be obtained with the Nested-DRR algorithm.

2. Uniformly Interleaved WRR. In this approach, the
number of bins equals the least common multiple
(denoted by WLCM ) of fwigJi¼1. Session i registers
itself in every ðn� ðWLCM=wiÞÞth bin for 1 � n � wi.
A service list is then computed, by listing the
sessions bin after bin. Note that this distribution of
the service list entries is the same that would be
obtained with the SRR.

3. WF2Q Interleaved WRR. In this approach, the
service list is computed by assuming that all sessions
are always backlogged and determining the se-
quence in which the packets are transmitted in the
WF2Q scheme. The service list is then set equal to
this sequence.

Note that, in all the cases the proportion of entries
associated with each flow indicates the bandwidth assigned
to each flow. Therefore, the difference between the three

schedulers is in the way of distributing the flow identifiers
among the entries. These different forms of interleaving the
flow identifiers result in different latency characteristics for
the three schedulers. All the approaches are able to improve
the performance of the classical WRR. However, the WF2Q
Interleaved WRR approach offers the best properties while
the Simply Interleaved WRR offers the worst ones. Two of
the last high-performance network interconnection propo-
sals: IBA [13] and AS [1] define in their specifications table-
based scheduling mechanisms that can be used to imple-
ment any of the three list-based WRR approaches.

InfiniBand uses VCs to aggregate flows with similar
characteristics and the arbitration is made at a VC level. The
maximum number of unicast VCs that a port can implement
is 16. InfiniBand defines a scheduler that uses two tables,
one for scheduling packets from high-priority VCs and
another for low-priority VCs. The maximum amount of
data that can be transmitted from high-priority VCs before
transmitting a packet from the low-priority VCs can be
configured. Each table has up to 64 entries. Each entry
contains a VC identifier and a weight, which is the number
of units of 64 bytes to be transmitted from that VC. This
weight must be in the range of 0 to 255, and is always
rounded up as a whole packet. When arbitration is needed,
the table is cycled through sequentially, and a certain
number of packets is transmitted from the VC indicated by
the VC identifier depending on the entry weight.

The AS table-based scheduler employs an arbitration
table that consists in a register array with fixed-size entries
of 8 bits. Each entry contains a field of 5 bits with a VC
identifier value and a reserved field of 3 bits. When
arbitration is needed, the table is cycled through sequen-
tially and a packet is transmitted from the VC indicated in
the current table entry regardless of the packet size. If the
current entry points to an empty VC, that entry is skipped.
The number of entries may be 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, or 1,024.

Other interesting algorithm is Stratified Round Robin
[28]. The objective of this scheduling mechanism is to
manage a high number of individual flows with a feasible
complexity in an Internet high-speed router. In order to do
so, those flows with a similar bandwidth assignation are
grouped into the same flow class. Given this, the algorithm
proposes a two-step scheduler. While the first step uses a
deadline mechanism similar to many time-stamp schedu-
lers, the second step is essentially a round-robin scheme.
Therefore, Stratified Round Robin may be considered a
hybrid between sorted-priority and frame-based packet
schedulers. This scheduling algorithm has the advantage of
reducing the complexity of managing a large set of flows to
the complexity of a sorted-priority scheduler and several
DRR schedulers that manage a much reduced set of queues
each one. However, the management of a single queue per
flow is not feasible in the switches of high-performance
networks, which are usually implemented in a single chip.
In fact, real high-performance technologies with QoS
support only consider a reduced number of VCs. With this,
what we state is that the Stratified Round Robin is intended
for a quite different environment than the DTable scheduler
that is presented in this paper. Even so, the DTable
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scheduler could be used to implement the interclass
scheduling mechanism in a simpler manner.

As a final remark, we must say that, except the Stratified
Round Robin that addresses other issues, the cited frame-
based scheduling algorithms are conceptually more complex
than a table-based scheduler, like that proposed in AS and
IBA, but at the end, what they obtain is a distribution of slots
among the VCs that conforms a scheduling frame that can be
emulated with these table-based schedulers. Therefore,
table-based schedulers are able to obtain at least the same
latency performance, if not better when emulating the WF2Q
algorithm, than any of the previous frame-based schedulers.
However, as we will see, both the AS and IBA table-based
schedulers do not work well in networks with variable
packet sizes. Moreover, in all these scheduling algorithms,
the latency provided to the different flows is completely
dependent on the bandwidth assigned to each flow, which is
the main problem that we address in this paper with the
DTable and our decoupling configuration methodology.

3 THE DTABLE SCHEDULING MECHANISM

The main problem of the table-based schedulers mentioned
in the previous section is that they do not work in a proper
way with variable packet sizes, as is common in actual
traffic. If the average packet size of the flows is different, the
bandwidth that the flows obtain may not be proportional to
the number of table entries [20].

Fig. 1 shows the performance of various table-based
schedulers when there are four VCs in the network. Note
that we use VCs to aggregate flows with similar character-
istics performing the arbitration at a VC level, as it is the
case in AS and IBA technologies. The four VCs have the
same number of assigned table entries (the same bandwidth
reservation). Moreover, we inject an increasing amount of
traffic at the same rate in all the VCs. However, the traffic
injected in each VC has a different packet size. Note that in
the figures we refer to each VC according to the packet size

that the flows associated to that VC use. The simulated
architecture is the same as that used for the performance
evaluation in Section 6.

Fig. 1a shows the case of a basic table scheduler similar
to the AS table scheduler, which is cycled through and
when a table entry is selected, a packet from the VC
indicated in that entry is transmitted regardless of the
packet size. As can be observed, when using the basic table
scheduler, the VCs obtain a very different bandwidth
because the traffic that traverses each VC has a different
packet size. Therefore, although the same number of
packets from each flow will be transmitted, the amount of
information will not be the same.

The IBA’s arbitration table works in a similar way than
the AS table. However, it adds a weight to each entry. This
weight indicates the amount of information to be
transmitted from the VC associated to the table entry each
time that the entry is selected. This weighted table solves
the problem only partially because it allows a packet to be
transmitted that requires even more weight than the
remainder of a given table entry (exhausting them).
Fig. 1b shows the performance of a weighted table that
works in this way. We have assigned all the entries the
same weight: 2,176 bytes (34 units of 64 bytes). As can be
seen, it presents a better performance than the basic table
scheduler, but not an optimum performance.

In [20], we proposed a new table-based scheduling
algorithm that works properly with variable packet sizes
(as can be seen in Fig. 1c). We called this algorithm Deficit
Table scheduler, or just DTable scheduler, because it is a mix
between the already proposed table-based schedulers and
the DRR algorithm. The DRR algorithm [33] is a variation of
the WRR algorithm that works on a proper way with
variable packet sizes. In order to handle properly variable
packet sizes, the DRR algorithm associates each queue with
a quantum and a deficit counter. The quantum assigned to a
queue is proportional to the bandwidth assigned to that
queue. The deficit counter is set to 0 at the beginning. The
scheduler visits sequentially each queue. For each queue,
the scheduler transmits as many packets as the quantum
allows. When a packet is transmitted, the quantum is
reduced by the packet size. The unused quantum is saved in
the deficit counter, representing the amount of quantum
that the scheduler owes the queue. At the next round, the
scheduler will add the previously saved quantum to the
current quantum. When the queue has no packets to
transmit, the quantum is discarded, since the flow has
wasted its opportunity to transmit packets. Our scheduler
works in a similar way than the DRR algorithm but instead
of serving packets of a flow in a single visit per frame, the
quantum associated to each flow is distributed throughout
the entire frame.

This new table-based scheduler defines an arbitration
table in which each table entry has associated a flow
identifier and an entry weight, which is usually expressed in
flow control credits in networks with a credit-based link-
level flow control (like AS and IBA). Moreover, each flow
has assigned a deficit counter that is set to 0 at the beginning.

When scheduling is needed, the table is cycled through
sequentially until an entry assigned to an active flow is
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Fig. 1. Performance of several table-based schedulers for flows with

different packet size. (a) Basic table (AS). (b) Weighted table (IBA).

(c) Deficit table (DTable).



found. A flow is considered active when it stores at least
one packet and the flow control allows that flow to transmit
packets. When a table entry is selected, the accumulated
weight is computed. The accumulated weight is equal to the
sum of the deficit counter for the selected flow and the
current entry weight. The scheduler transmits as many
packets from the active flow as the accumulated weight
allows. When a packet is transmitted, the accumulated
weight is reduced by the packet size.

The next active table entry is selected if the flow becomes
inactive or the accumulated weight becomes smaller than
the size of the packet at the head of the queue. In the first
case, the remaining accumulated weight is discarded and
the deficit counter is set to zero. In the second case, the
unused accumulated weight is saved in the deficit counter,
representing the weight that the scheduler owes the queue.

This behavior is represented in the pseudocode shown in
Fig. 2. Note that when using the scheduling algorithm, the
bandwidth assigned to the ith flow �i with an arbitration
table of N entries is

�i ¼
PJ

j¼0 weightj
PN

n¼0 weightn
;

where J is the set of table entries assigned to the ith flow
and weight is the entry weight assigned to a table entry.

3.1 Complexity Considerations

As stated before, the complexity of a sorted-priority
algorithm is determined by the complexity of calculating
the time stamp, updating the priority list and selecting the
highest priority packet for transmission. The complexity of
time-stamp calculation is dependent on the specific schedul-
ing discipline. For example, in WFQ, the updating of virtual
time is considerably more complex than in the SCFQ.
Moreover, a common problem in the sorted-priority
approach is that tags cannot be reinitialized to zero until
the system is completely empty and all the sessions are idle.
The reason is that these tags depend on a common-reference
virtual clock and are an increasing function of the time. In

other words, it is impossible to reinitialize the virtual clock
during the busy period, which, although statistically finite (if
the traffic is constrained), can be extremely long, especially
given that most communication traffic exhibits self-similar
patterns which lead to heavily tailed buffer occupancy
distributions. Therefore, for a practical implementation of
sorted-priority algorithms, very high-speed hardware is
required to perform the sorting, and floating-point units
must be involved in the computation of the time tags.

On the other hand, the complexity of the DRR algorithm
is quite small. According to the implementation proposed
in [33], DRR exhibits Oð1Þ complexity provided that each
flow is allocated a quantum no smaller than the Maximum
Transfer Unit (MTU). As observed in [18], removing this
hypothesis would entail operating at a complexity which
can be as large as OðNÞ. Note that this restriction affects not
only the weight assigned to the smallest flow, but to the rest
of the flows in order to keep the proportions between them.
Each time a packet is transmitted, the algorithm must
compute if more packets from the same flow can be
transmitted or it must change to the next active flow. This
computation can be performed with simple integer units.

In the case of the DTable scheduler, in order to keep the
computational complexity low, we set the minimum value
that a table entry can have associated to the MTU of the
network. In that case, this is also the smallest value that
ensures that it will never be necessary to cycle through the
entire table several times in order to gather enough weight
for the transmission of a single packet. This means that each
time an entry from an active flow is selected, at least one
packet is going to be transmitted from that flow. Note that,
this consideration is also made in the DRR algorithm
definition. However, in [22], we proposed to use different
MTUs for the different flows. This means that each flow has
a specific MTU equal to or lower than the general MTU of
the network and that we can assign each table entry a
minimum weight equal to the specific MTU of the flow
associated with that table entry. We can assign each flow a
specific MTU by hardware or at the communication library
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level. Note that in IBA this issue is solved by rounding up to
a whole packet the remaining weight in a table entry.

In the case of the DTable scheduler, a list of active VCs
would not be as simple to maintain as in the DRR case,
because VCs must be visited not in a sequential way but in
the order indicated by the table scheduler. Therefore, in this
case, the table must be looked over searching for the next
active entry and skipping those entries that refer to a VC
without packets or credits to transmit. Although the
checking of each entry can be made with very simple
computational units, in the worst case all the table must be
looked over in order to find the next active entry. This kind
of mechanism probably requires very little silicon area to be
implemented, but may last too much time. In order to make
the process faster several entries of the table can be read
simultaneously at the expense of increasing the silicon area
requirements. The size of the table effectively affects the
number of VCs that we can accommodate with an
appropriate degree of flexibility and of course has a big
impact on the area requirements of the scheduling mechan-
ism. Therefore, a trade-off must be made among the
number of VCs supported and the size dedicated to the
egress link scheduler when implementing this algorithm.

Note that, apart from the higher flexibility, the DTable
has the advantage over the Smoothed Round Robin of not
having to traverse the positions of the weight matrix that
are equal to zero because, in the DTable, each entry that
must be traversed has assigned a VC. On the other hand, it
could be interesting to study an approach similar to the one
followed in the SRR scheduler that identifies repeated
patrons on the DTable in order to reduce the number of
table entries required by the scheduler.

Summing up, the DTable algorithm has not the problem
of the increasing tag value and does not need complex
floating point units like in the case of the “sorted-priority”
algorithms. However, the management of the arbitration
table is more complex than the management of the DRR
quantums. Therefore, taking all these things into account,
which are summarized in Table 1, we can say that the
DTable algorithm is simpler than the “sorted-priority”
algorithms but more complex than the DRR algorithm.

4 DECOUPLING THE BANDWIDTH ASSIGNMENT

FROM THE LATENCY REQUIREMENTS

The easiest way of employing the DTable scheduler is by
assigning all the table entries the same weight. This weight is
the general MTU of the network. In this case, the bandwidth
assigned to the ith flow what has assigned ni table entries is
�i ¼ ni=N , whereN is the total number of entries of the table.
Therefore, if we want to provide bandwidth requirements,

we must assign each flow a number of table entries
proportional to the bandwidth that we want to assign to
that flow. Note that if we distribute all the entries belonging
to the same flow in a consecutive way in the arbitration table,
the performance of the scheduler is going to be similar to the
DRR scheduler. As stated before, the DRR algorithm is
known to offer a bad latency performance. Therefore, if we
want to improve the latency performance provided by this
scheduler, we can distribute the table entries as the WF2Q
variant of the list-based Weighted Round Robin proposed by
Chaskar and Madhow [4].

However, following the Chaskar and Madhow approach
we cannot differentiate among different levels of latency
requirements. The WF2Q emulation tries to provide the best
latency performance for all the flows given the amount of
bandwidth that each flow has assigned. On the other hand,
in [2], the approach is different. Instead of having a set of
flows with different bandwidth requirements and trying to
provide all of them with the best possible latency, flows
present different latency requirements and the table is filled
in such a way that their requirements are achieved. In [2], it
is shown (in that case for InfiniBand) that controlling the
maximum separation between any consecutive pair of
entries assigned to the same flow, it is possible to control
the latency of that flow. This is because this distance
determines the maximum time that a packet at the head of a
flow queue is going to wait until being transmitted. Note
that this explains the different latency properties of the list-
based WRR schedulers.

However, setting the distances among the table entries
depending on the latency requirements faces the problem of
bounding the bandwidth assignment to the latency require-
ments. If a maximum separation between any consecutive
pair of table entries of a flow (or aggregated of flows with
the same maximum separation requirement) is set, a certain
number of them are being assigned, and hence a minimum
bandwidth, to the flow in question. If the flow requires
more bandwidth, we can assign more entries. However, to
assign to the most latency-restrictive flows, a small amount
of bandwidth is not possible because lower distances must
be used for them. This can be a problem because the most
latency-restrictive traffic does not usually present a high-
bandwidth requirement.

Therefore, both approaches have the problem of bound-
ing the bandwidth and latency assignments. In [20], we
proposed a methodology to configure the DTable scheduler
to decouple, at least partially, this bounding, and being
able, until a certain degree, to provide bandwidth and
latency requirements with a certain independence among
them. With this methodology, we set the maximum distance
between any consecutive pair of entries assigned to a flow
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depending on its latency requirement. Moreover, we set the
weights of the table entries assigned to a flow depending on
its bandwidth requirement. With this methodology, we can
assign the flows with a bandwidth varying between a
minimum and a maximum value that depends not only on
the number of table entries assigned to each flow, but also
on other configuration parameters.

Supposing an arbitration table with N entries in a
network with a certain general MTU GMTU , and suppos-
ing the ith flow has assigned ni table entries in order to
fulfill its latency requirements, we would like to be able to
assign the ith flow with a certain bandwidth �i in the most
flexible possible way. This means that we would like the
minimum bandwidth min�i that can be assigned to that
flow to be as small as possible, and the maximum
bandwidth max�i that can be assigned to that flow to be
as large as possible. Table 2 shows all the involved
parameters in the following statements.

Given the maximum weight M that can be assigned to a
single table entry, the maximum total amount of weight that
can be distributed among all the table entries is M �N .
However, we are going to fix in advance this total weight to
a lower value. We are going to call this value bandwidth pool,
or just pool, and will be determined by one of the
decoupling configuration parameters as we will see later.
Note that the value of M is going to be given by the size of
the table entry weight field, which is hardware implemen-
tation dependent. However, we can always reduce this
value by software, in order to accommodate it to our
requirements. Moreover, as shown in [22], we can assign
each flow a specific MTU MTUi. In this situation, the
bandwidth assigned to the ith flow is

�i ¼
PJ

j¼0 weightj

pool
;

where J is the set of table entries assigned to the ith flow
and weight is the entry weight assigned to a table entry.
Therefore, the minimum and maximum bandwidth that can
be assigned to the ith flow is

min�i ¼
ni �MTUi

pool
;

max�i ¼
ni �M
pool

:

Let’s define M and pool in function of the GMTU and
two configuration parameters w and k:

M ¼ GMTU � w;
pool ¼ N �GMTU � k:

Note that k � w because the bandwidth pool cannot be
larger than N �M. In this way, we can see that the
minimum and maximum bandwidth that can be assigned to
a flow depends not only on the proportion of table entries ni
that it has assigned, but also on the w and k parameters and
the proportion between its specific MTU and GMTU :

min�i ¼
ni �MTUi

N �GMTU � k ¼
ni
N
� MTUi
GMTU

� 1

k
;

max�i ¼
ni �GMTU � w
N �GMTU � k ¼

ni
N
� w
k
:

Note that varying the w and k parameters affects the
minimum and maximum bandwidth that can be assigned to
all the flows. However, assigning a specific MTU to a flow
smaller than the GMTU only affects the minimum band-
width of that flow. When choosing the value of these
parameters some considerations must be made. Note that
the objective for this methodology is to decrease the
minimum bandwidth and to increase the maximum band-
width that can be assigned to a flow. In order to be able to
assign a small amount of bandwidth to a flow with a high
proportion of table entries, we can use a high value for the k
parameter or decrease the MTU for that flow. However, the
higher k is, the smaller the maximum bandwidth that can be
assigned, and thus, the flexibility to assign the bandwidth
decreases. We can solve this by increasing the value of w.
However, increasing the value of the w parameter has two
disadvantages. First of all, the memory resources to store
each entry weight are going to be higher. Second, the latency
of the flows is going to increase because each entry is
allowing more information to be transmitted, and thus, the
maximum time between any consecutive pair of table entries
is higher. Using different MTUs for the different flows
allows us to assign a smaller amount of bandwidth to those
flows with a smaller specific MTU than the general MTU.
However, as we show in [22], each specific MTU must be
assigned taking into account the characteristics of the traffic
flow in order to not worsen the performance of that flow.

Summing up, with this decoupling configuration meth-
odology we can configure the DTable scheduler in order to
provide a flow with latency and bandwidth requirements in
a partially independent way. Depending on the character-
istics and bandwidth and latency requirements of the
different flows, the network manager must choose the most
appropriate k; w, and specific MTU values, and distribute
properly the bandwidth pool among the table entries, in
order to provide the flows with their latency and
bandwidth requirements in the most efficient way.

5 PROVIDING QOS IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE

NETWORKS WITH THE DTABLE SCHEDULER

In this section, we propose how to configure the DTable
scheduler, which would be located in each egress link of the
network, of both network interfaces and switches, in order
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to provide QoS in a high-performance network. Note that
the trend in the last high-performance technologies pro-
posed, like IBA or AS, is to employ link-level flow control
mechanisms that make the network lossless and to
aggregate flows with similar characteristics into a reduced
number of VCs.

5.1 Traffic Classification

In order to provide QoS in a high-performance network, a set
of Service Classes (SCs) with different requirements must be
specified. Specifically, we must specify one SC per available
VC. When various flows obtain access to the network, they
will be assigned an SC depending on their characteristics.
From a networking perspective, the general QoS provision-
ing parameters are throughput, latency, jitter, and loss rate.
The degree of sensitivity to each of these parameters varies
widely from one application to another. For example,
multimedia applications are usually sensitive to latency
and jitter, but many of them can tolerate packet losses to
some extent. For a further discussion about different
applications and their requirements, see [9]. Note that the
loss rate is not taken into account in lossless networks.

In order to define the different SCs, we propose a traffic
classification based on three network parameters: Band-
width, latency, and jitter. In this way, this classification is
similar to the one presented by Pelissier [26]. We distin-
guish between three broad categories of traffic:

. Network Control traffic: High-priority traffic to
maintain and support the network infrastructure.
One SC will be dedicated to this kind of traffic.

. QoS traffic: This traffic has explicit minimum
bandwidth, maximum latency, and/or jitter require-
ments. Various QoS SCs can be defined with
different specific requirements. This category can
be divided into two groups:

- Traffic which requires a given minimum band-
width and must be delivered with a maximum
latency and/or jitter in order for the data to be
useful. Examples of such data streams include
video conference, interactive audio, and video
on demand.

- Traffic which requires a given minimum band-
width but is not particularly sensitive to latency
or jitter.

. Best effort traffic: This traffic accounts for the majority
of the traffic handled by data communication net-
works today, like file and printing services, web
browsing, disk backup activities, etc. This traffic tends
to be bursty in nature and largely insensitive to both
bandwidth and latency. Among the best effort traffic,
we can set different SCs which are only characterized
by the differing priority among each other.

The schedulers must be properly configured at the
different network elements to provide the different SCs
with a differentiated treatment. Specifically, we are going
to configure the schedulers in order to provide just
bandwidth or bandwidth and latency simultaneously.
Note that, although they are not totally correlated, if we
limit the maximum latency performance, we are indirectly

limiting the maximum jitter performance and thus, we can
translate any maximum jitter requirement into a maximum
latency requirement.

5.2 Configuring the DTable Scheduler

As stated in Section 4, the simplest way of implementing
the DTable scheduler, and solving the AS table problem
with variable packet sizes, is to assign each table entry a
fixed constant weight. In this case, the minimum band-
width assigned to an SC is proportional to the number of
entries assigned to that SC. We can improve the latency
performance provided in this way by distributing the table
entries as the WF2Q variant of the list-based Weighted
Round Robin proposed by Chaskar and Madhow [4]. This
approach tries to improve the latency performance of all
the SCs by emulating the order of transmission if the
WF2Q would be implemented. Employing our decoupling
configuration methodology, we can optimize the resources
by providing a better latency to those SCs that really
require it and at the same time providing them their
bandwidth requirements.

5.2.1 Providing Latency Requirements

As a general rule, in order to provide each SC its latency
requirements, we must first assign the table entries taking
into account the maximum distance between any consecu-
tive pair of entries devoted to the SCs with latency
requirements (network control and QoS SCs with latency
requirements) [2], assigning a lower maximum distance to
those SCs with higher latency requirements. The rest of
table entries can be distributed among those SCs that do not
have latency requirements. We can assign those entries
consecutively in the remaining gaps or can interleave the
entries of the various SCs like in the list-based Weighted
Round Robin in order to improve the latency performance.

However, although it is possible to obtain the maximum
distance between consecutive table entries assigned to a VC
required to provide its SC with specific hard latency
requirements (taking into account the maximum weight
assigned to each table entry, the network diameter, the
routing and switching time, the packet size, the waiting
time in intermediate switches, etc.), the objective of this
paper has been to provide soft latency requirements based
on a preestablished set of SCs with latency properties
provided by maximum distance between consecutive
entries assigned “a priory.” Specifically, in Section 6, the
approach that we have followed has been to assign each SC
maximum distances in a power of two steps. With this “a
priory” table entry distribution in mind, we can assign each
flow to the most appropriate VC based on the flow latency
requirements. After that, the bandwidth assignment is
performed assigning each entry the appropriate weight.

5.2.2 Providing Bandwidth Requirements

The bandwidth that each VC should be assigned depends
on the requirements of the SC it has assigned. We should
provide the network control SC with enough bandwidth to
manage the maximum expected amount of control traffic.
QoS VCs should be assigned at least a bandwidth equal to
the minimum bandwidth requirements of the QoS SCs.
Finally, the bandwidth intended for the best effort SCs
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should be assigned among them according to their different
priority in order to provide them with a differentiated
performance. This bandwidth assignment to VCs can be
established statically or dynamically (as the different flows
are established).

However, note that, as it is well known, interconnection
networks are unable to achieve 100 percent global through-
put. Therefore, not all the bandwidth can be distributed
among the VCs, thereby requiring a certain bandwidth to be
left unassigned. We propose to assign the network control
VC with this bandwidth that should be left unassigned.
Moreover, we propose not to assign best effort VCs with all
the bandwidth that is intended for this class of traffic. We
propose instead to assign them only a small amount of
bandwidth proportional to their relative priority. The rest of
the best effort bandwidth will also be assigned to the
network control VC. In this way, the network control VC
will have been assigned more bandwidth than it actually
requires. However, by doing so, we achieve a better
performance of the network control traffic. We also achieve
a better performance and a better resilience against
unexpected transient congestion due to bursty traffic of
the QoS VCs. Note that the bandwidth unused by the
control and QoS VCs is redistributed by the scheduler
among the rest of VCs, including the best effort VCs, and
thus they are going to take advantage of the bandwidth left
over by the other VCs.

In order to assign a given SC with a minimum
bandwidth, the amount of weight units from the bandwidth
pool assigned to the SC table entries must accomplish with
the proportion of desired egress link bandwidth. Therefore,
when we know the maximum distance between two
consecutive table entries, and thus, the number of entries,
and the amount of bandwidth that we want to assign to
each SC, we must choose the w and k parameters that make
possible that distribution of bandwidth among the various
SCs. Moreover, we can limit the MTU of some VCs in order
to have a smaller minimum bandwidth for those SCs and
for being able to use smaller k values. Note that those SCs
that have high latency requirements and, thus, require more
table entries, usually have small bandwidth requirements
and use small packets. An example of these configuration
process can be found in Section 6.

5.3 Admission Control

In a lossless network, congested packets are not thrown
away and as such the loss rate due to congestion is zero.
This has the advantage of avoiding retransmissions that
would severely affect the latency and jitter performance of
the flows. On the case of applications with packet loss
resilience, it would allow to reduce the overhead due to the
encoding techniques used to minimize the impact of errors.
On the other hand, lossless networks have other problems,
being the most important the formation of congestion (or
saturation) trees [27]. These congestion trees may produce
dramatic network performance degradation, affecting not
only the flows traversing the original point of congestion,
but other flows that share common upstream links.

A common approach to avoid this problem is by using
an admission control (AC) mechanism. The AC decides
whether a new connection is accepted or rejected and

ensures that the entry of additional traffic into a network
cannot create congestion. Many AC schemes have been
proposed. In [29], the implementation and comparison of
several possible approaches is presented.

We propose to apply the AC mechanism only to those
VCs employed by the QoS SCs and not to the control SC or
the best effort SCs. Note, that the QoS SCs are the ones
which actually have specific QoS requirements. In addition,
the latency constraints of the control traffic are not so clear.
Moreover, we can assume that the amount of control traffic
that is going to traverse the network is going to be quite
small. And thus, taking into account the maximum amount
of expected control traffic, the scheduling algorithm can
assign the network SC with an a priory amount of
bandwidth. As a first approximation, a bandwidth broker
based on the average bandwidth value required per each
flow [19] is used in Section 6.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the latency performance of the
DTable scheduler in a multimedia scenario. For this
purpose, we have developed a detailed simulator that
allows us to model the network at the register transfer level,
following the AS specification. Note, however, that we only
use AS for assuming the AS network parameters, and that
our proposals can be applied to any interconnection
network technology.

Our purpose is to compare the DTable scheduling
mechanism employing our decoupling configuration meth-
odology with the one proposed in [4], specifically the WF2Q
emulation approach, which is the best scheduler of the
algorithms proposed in [4]. Moreover, we compare the
throughput and latency performance of our proposal (the
DTable scheduler employing our decoupling configuration
methodology) with the one provided by the well-known
SCFQ algorithm, and the DRR scheduler. We have chosen the
SCFQ algorithm as an example of “sorted-priority” algo-
rithm, and the DRR algorithm because of its very small
computational complexity. In order to simulate these algo-
rithms we use the credit aware versions of both algorithms
(SCFQ Credit Aware and DRR Credit Aware, respectively)
that we proposed in [21] for being used in networks with a
link-level flow control network like AS. For this performance
evaluation we have assumed a multimedia scenario using the
IEEE standard 802.1D-2004 [12] traffic types.

6.1 Simulated Architecture

We have used a perfect-shuffle Bidirectional Multistage
Interconnection Network (BMIN) with 64 end points
connected using 48 eight-port switches (three stages of 16
switches). In AS any topology is possible, but we have used
a MIN because it is a common solution for interconnection
in current high-performance environments. The switch
model uses a combined input-output buffer architecture
with a crossbar to connect the buffers. Virtual output
queuing has been implemented to solve the head-of-line
blocking problem at switch level.

In our tests, the link bandwidth is 2.5 Gb/s but, with the
AS 8b/10b encoding scheme, the maximum effective
bandwidth for data traffic is only 2 Gb/s. We are assuming
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some internal speedup (�1:5) for the crossbar, as is usually
the case in most commercial switches. AS gives us the
freedom to use any algorithm to schedule the crossbar, so
we have implemented a round-robin scheduler. The time
that a packet header takes to cross the switch without any
load is 145 ns, which is based on the unloaded cut-through
latency of the AS StarGen’s Merlin switch [35].

A credit-based flow control protocol ensures that packets
are only transmitted when there is enough buffer space at the
other end to store them, making sure that no packets are
dropped when congestion appears. VCs are used to aggregate
flows with similar characteristics and the flow control and the
arbitration is made at VC level. The MTU of an AS packet is
2,176 bytes, but we are going to use 2,048 bytes (a power of
two) for simplicity but without losing generality. The credit-
based flow control unit is 64 bytes, and thus, the MTU
corresponds to 32 credits.

The buffer capacity is 32,768 bytes (16�MTU) per VC at
the network interfaces and 16,384 bytes (8�MTU) per VC
both at the input and at the output ports of the switches. If
an application tries to inject a packet into the network
interface but the appropriate buffer is full, we suppose that
the packet is stored in a queue of pending packets at the
application layer.

6.2 Traffic Model

The IEEE standard 802.1D-2004 [12] defines seven traffic
types, or SCs, at Annex G, which are appropriate for this
study. Table 3 shows each traffic type and its requirements.
In this classification, we can differentiate one SC for control
traffic, three SCs with explicit QoS requirements, and three
SCs for best effort traffic with different levels of priority
among each other.

The packets from each traffic type are simulated accord-
ing to different distributions, as can be seen in Table 3. VO,
VI, and CL SCs are composed of point-to-point connections
of the given bandwidth. VO and CL SCs are generated
following a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) distribution. In [39],
several payload values for voice codec algorithms are
shown. These values range from 20 bytes to 160 bytes. We
have selected a payload of 160 bytes for the VO SC traffic. In
the case of VI SC, MPEG-4 traces are used to generate the
size of each frame. Each frame is injected into the network
interfaces every 40 ms. If the frame size is bigger than the
MTU, the frame is split into several packets which are
injected all along the frame time. The traffic of the best effort
SCs is generated according to a Bursts60 distribution [6].

This traffic is composed of bursts of 60 packets heading to
the same destination. The packets’ size is governed by a
Pareto distribution, as recommended in [14]. In this way,
many small size packets are generated, with an occasional
large size packet. The periods between bursts are modeled
with a Poisson distribution. The Bursts60 pattern models
worst-case real traffic scenarios. The NC SC is generated in
the same way than the Burst60 traffic but with only one
packet burst. For all the cases, the destination pattern is
uniform in order to fully load the network.

Note that the traffic model that we use in this
performance evaluation is based on a multimedia environ-
ment. Our proposal is intended for being used in any
environment where flows with different QoS requirements
coexist in the network. However, the multimedia environ-
ment is the most straightforward one. In any case, in this
scenario, we use a wide range of traffic behaviors, and thus
the results obtained with these kinds of traffic can be
generalized to other environments with other kind of traffic
with QoS requirements.

6.3 Simulated Scenario and Scheduler
Configuration

We suppose a scenario in which the goal is to dedicate
around 2-8 percent of the egress link bandwidth to voice
traffic (a lot but low-bandwidth requiring connections), 40-
50 percent of bandwidth to video traffic (a lot and high-
bandwidth requiring connections), around 20-25 percent of
bandwidth to controlled load, and 10-20 percent bandwidth
to best effort traffic. Moreover, we expect that the maximum
network control bandwidth to be around 1 percent. These
percentages are intended to represent a multimedia
scenario with a realistic combination of traffic from
applications with very different requirements. In order to
provide a differentiated treatment to the considered SCs, we
are going to configure the schedulers according to the
different SCs requirements.

As stated in the previous section, we are going to
suppose an admission control mechanism that ensures that
the VO, VI, and CL VCs are not oversubscribed. This means
that the sum of the average injection rate of the flows that
traverse these VCs is equal to or smaller than the
bandwidth that these VCs have reserved. In the case of
the VI VC we are going to allow a smaller amount of
bandwidth than it has reserved because of the high degree
of burstiness of the video traffic. On the other hand, we do
not make any assumption about best effort traffic.
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In the case of the DTable scheduler configured with our
decoupling methodology, which is referred just as DTable
scheduler, we are going to distribute the table entries
among the VCs according to their different levels of latency
requirements. In this way, we have assigned a maximum
distance of two to the VC that accommodates the NC SC,
and a maximum distance of 64 to the BK VC. Table 4 shows
the maximum distances that we have assigned to each VC.
This table also shows the number of table entries and the
proportion of table entries that these maximum distances
entail for a table of 64 entries. In order to have a higher level
of flexibility to distribute the bandwidth among the VCs, we
have assigned each VC an specific MTU as small as the
expected packet sizes of each SC allow. Specifically, we
have assigned an MTU of 192 bytes for VCs that accom-
modate the NC and VO SCs traffic, an MTU of 2,048, which
is the maximum, for VI and CL VCs, and an MTU of 1,024
for the best effort VCs.

The next step to configure the DTable scheduler is to
choose a proper value for the w and k parameters. We have
chosen the value of these parameters taking into account
mainly that we want to assign the VI VC a bandwidth
several times higher than the actual proportion of table
entries assigned. Moreover, we want to assign the NC VC,
which has assigned a very high proportion of table entries, a
quite small proportion of bandwidth. However, we want to
assign a value to the w parameter as small as possible in
order to obtain a good latency performance. We have finally
chosen a value of 2 for k and a value of 0.5 for w. This
combination allows assigning each VC a bandwidth in the
desired range, except for the NC VC to which we must
assign at least 9 percent bandwidth. However, note that this

amount of bandwidth is not going to be wasted because it is
well known that interconnection networks are unable to
achieve 100 percent global throughput. Therefore, we could
change the w and k parameters to be able to assign this VC a
lower amount of bandwidth, but it is not necessary because
we assume 8 percent to be an appropriate percentage of
unused bandwidth. In any case, the bandwidth left by the
network control traffic is going to be distributed among the
rest of VCs, specifically, the best effort SCs. Table 4 shows
the minimum and maximum bandwidth that we can assign
to each VC with this configuration.

In order to configure the DTable scheduler employing the
WF2Q emulation, which we are going to refer as DTable-
WF2Q, the DRR scheduler, and the SCFQ scheduler, we only
can specify the bandwidth assigned to each VC. In the case
of the DTable-WF2Q scheduler, all the entries must have the
same weight assigned, in this case 32. This means that each
time an entry is selected, the corresponding VC will be able
to transmit 32� 64 bytes, which corresponds with the AS
MTU. The proportions of assigned bandwidth entail a
number of entries per VC that are distributed in the table
emulating the WF2Q algorithm. Table 5 shows the amount
of bandwidth �i that we have actually assigned to each VC.
This table also shows the configuration of the two DTable
possibilities and the SCFQ and the DRR schedulers.
Specifically, in the case of the DTable scheduler, this table
shows the total weight (T. W.) that we have distributed
among the table entries of each VC and the weight assigned
to each table entry (E. W.) of each VC. In the case of the SCFQ
algorithm, we have assigned each VC a weight proportional
to the bandwidth allocation. To configure the DRR algo-
rithm, we have assigned the VC with the minimum
bandwidth requirement a quantum in credits equal to its
specific MTU, and a proportional quantum to the rest of
VCs. Note that in this way all the VCs have been assigned a
quantum equal to or greater than their specific MTUs.

Finally, in the scenario that we are simulating, we are
going to inject a fixed amount of control traffic (NC) and
QoS traffic (VO, VI, and CL) all the time, and we gradually
increase the amount of best effort traffic (EE, BE, and BK).
The amount of QoS traffic to be injected is the maximum
allowed by the admission control mechanism. Table 5 and
Fig. 3 show the normalized injection rate of each VC. Note
that we can obtain the specific injection rates by multiplying
this normalized values by 2.5 Gb/s, which is, as stated
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before, the assumed link bandwidth. Note also that the

injection value of 0.453 assigned to VI VC traffic (lower than

its reserved bandwidth) is due to the option of allowing a

smaller amount of bandwidth for VI because of the high

burstiness degree exhibited by video traffic.

6.4 Simulation Results

In this section, the throughput and latency performance of

our proposals is shown. No statistics on packet loss are

given because, as it has been said, we assume a credit-based

flow control mechanism to avoid dropping packets. For each

simulation we obtain the throughput, the average packet

latency, and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of

latency of each SC. The CDF represents the probability of a

packet achieving a latency equal to or lower than a certain

value. The figures of this section show the average values

and the confidence intervals at 90 percent confidence level of

10 different simulations performed at a given input load.

Note that although the maximum latency statistic is valuable

for some kind of applications, the maximum latencies

obtained may vary a lot and, thus, are not very useful. For

that reason, we use a quantile, the 99th percentile.
Note also that we do not take into account the

computational complexity in the simulation infrastructure

(all the schedulers take the same time to process a packet

when it arrives at an egress queue and have the same

arbitration time). Therefore, we are being in fact pessimistic

in our evaluation of the DTable scheduler when compared

with the SCFQ scheduler.

Fig. 4 gives a general overview of the performance when
using the DTable scheduler. It shows the throughput,
average latency, and the 99th percentile of latency. We do
not show similar figures for the rest of schedulers due to
lack of space. The throughput performance is the same for
all the schedulers. However, although the specific latency
values are different, the general tendencies for the other
mechanisms are the same, and thus, the comments that we
are going to make based on this figure can be generalized to
the rest of schedulers. If we compare the injection (Fig. 3)
and the throughput results, we can see that the NC and the
QoS SCs obtain all the bandwidth they inject. However,
when the network load is high (around 85 percent), the best
effort SCs do not yield a corresponding result. From that
input load, these SCs obtain a bandwidth proportional to
their priority.

Regarding the latency performance, Fig. 4 shows that the
latency (average 99th percentile) of the NC and QoS SCs
grows with the load until they reach a certain value. Once
this value is reached, the latency remains more or less
constant. However, the average latency of best effort SCs
continually grows with the load. Furthermore, it can be seen
that best effort SCs obtain different average and maximum
latency according to their different priority. In that sense,
for example, the BK SC obtains a worse latency and starts to
increase its latency sooner than the BE and EE SCs. The
behavior of the best effort traffic is the same in all the
schedulers and thus, no more comments are going to be
done regarding these SCs.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 show a more detailed latency
performance comparison between the different schedulers
for the NC and QoS SCs. These figures show statistics on
average latency, the 99th percentile of the latency, and the
CDF of latency for the point of maximum load. We do not
show the performance comparison for the best effort SCs
because the relevant aspect of these SCs is not the actual
latency values but that they obtain a differentiated
performance among them. In this sense, the four schedulers
provide this differentiation.

Regarding the NC SC, Fig. 5 shows that the SCFQ
scheduler provides the best performance. However, the
DTable scheduler provides a very similar performance. The
DRR scheduler provides the worst performance and the
DTable-WF2Q scheduler provides a better performance than
the DRR scheduler, but worse than the SCFQ and DTable
schedulers. Regarding the VO SC, Fig. 6 shows that the SCFQ
and DTable schedulers and the DTable-WF2Q and DRR
schedulers provide almost the same performance. The
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latency provided by the SCFQ and DTable scheduler is better
than the latency provided by the other two schedulers.
Regarding the VI SC, Fig. 7 shows that all the schedulers
except the DRR scheduler provide a similar performance,
offering the DRR mechanism the worst performance.
Regarding the CL SC, Fig. 8 shows that the DTable-WF2Q
scheduler provides the best performance and the DRR the
worst. The DTable and the SCFQ schedulers provide a similar
and intermedium performance. Summing up, the DRR
scheduler provides the worst latency performance, the SCFQ
scheduler provides the best latency performance except for a
slightly worse latency in the CL case, and the two DTable
possibilities provide a better performance than the DRR
scheduler.

Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show the percentage of improvement in

the latency, at three different levels of load, for the NC and

QoS SCs of the DTable scheduler over the DRR, SCFQ, and

DTable-WF2Q schedulers. Specifically, Fig. 9 shows that the

DTable scheduler provides a much better latency than the

DRR scheduler. Note that the level of improvement can be up

to 190 percent on average latency and up to 260 percent on the

99th percentile, which indicates that the maximum latency in

the DTable case is much more limited than in the DRR case.

Note also that the performance of the DRR scheduler

depends on the frame length and, thus, in other scenarios,

the performance could be even worse. Therefore, although

the DRR scheduler has a lower complexity than the DTable
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Fig. 5. Latency performance comparison for the network control SC.

Fig. 6. Latency performance comparison for the voice SC.

Fig. 7. Latency performance comparison for the video SC.

Fig. 8. Latency performance comparison for the controlled load SC.



scheduler, in our opinion, is not appropriate for providing
QoS based on latency requirements.

Fig. 10 shows that the performance provided by the
SCFQ scheduler is, in general, always slightly better than
that provided by the DTable scheduler. Specifically, the
latency degradation of the DTable scheduler over the SCFQ
scheduler is less than 10 percent. Therefore, in our opinion,
this slightly better performance does not justify employing
the much more complex SCFQ scheduling algorithm.

Finally, Fig. 11 shows the comparison on latency
performance that provides our decoupling configuration
methodology over the WF2Q emulation configuration. Our
methodology approximately provides up to 80 percent
improvement over the WF2Q emulation variant for the NC
and VO SCs, which are the most latency demanding.
Moreover, it only entails up to 10 percent degradation for
the VI and CL, which have less strict latency requirements.
Therefore, with our decoupling methodology, we can
provide a better latency performance to those applications
that really need it.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A key component for networks with QoS support is the
output scheduling algorithm, which selects the next packet to
be sent and determines when it should be transmitted. An
ideal scheduling algorithm implemented in a high-perfor-
mance network with QoS support should satisfy two main
properties: good latency and simplicity. In this paper, we
have thoroughly addressed the issue of providing QoS
employing the DTable scheduler. This new table-based
scheduler, which works properly with variable packet sizes,
has a hardware complexity higher than the DRR scheduler,
but lower than the SCFQ and other “sorted-priority”
algorithms. We have presented a configuration methodology
that allows us to decouple at least partially the bandwidth
and latency assignments. This allows us to make an
optimized use of the resources. Moreover, we have pre-
sented a general framework that employs this scheduling
mechanism to support the coexistence of traffic with explicit

requirements based on bandwidth and latency at the same
time that allows several levels of best effort traffic.

Finally, in Section 6, we have evaluated the performance
of our proposals in a multimedia scenario using the IEEE
standard 802.1D-2004 traffic types. We have not only
compared the throughput and latency performance of this
scheduler with the one provided by the SCFQ and the DRR
scheduler, but also we have compared our decoupling
configuration methodology with the one proposed in [4].
Simulation results show that our proposal provides a much
better latency performance than the DRR scheduler and a
similar performance to the one provided by the more
complex SCFQ algorithm. Moreover, we have shown that
our decoupling methodology is able to provide a better
performance to those applications that really need it,
independently of their bandwidth requirements. In this
way, we have shown the advantages of our configuration
methodology over the emulation of some “sorted-priority”
algorithm like the WF2Q algorithm. Therefore, we can
conclude that the DTable scheduler configured with our
decoupling methodology is able to provide a good latency
performance with a low hardware complexity.

In this paper, we have considered the complexity of the
DTable scheduler and the rest of schedulers considered in a
rather general way. As future work, we are focusing our
attention on performing a deeper hardware study in order to
offer estimates about the silicon area and the arbitration time
that they would require. Moreover, we are also working on
obtaining mathematical expressions to characterize the QoS
properties such as latency bounds of the DTable scheduler.
We can find in the literature such expression for many well-
known scheduling algorithms. However, completely new
expressions should be obtained for the DTable scheduler,
because, as far as we know, there is no formal study on the
properties of table-based schedulers.
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